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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by: OQL Committee 

For use in: Week 7 matches played 15/6/22 

Correct as of: 15/6/22 

 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 

 

 

 

Round 1 



1a Which country house, near Lewis [LOO-iss] in East Sussex, is the venue and namesake of a major opera 

festival that runs annually throughout summer? 

GLYNDEBOURNE ['Glynde' rhymes 

with 'hind'] 

1b In November 1963, which US President was assassinated at Dealey Plaza in Dallas, Texas? John F. KENNEDY (accept JFK) 

2a What name, after a Nobel Prize-winning American physicist, is given to the inelastic scattering of light by 

charged particles such as electrons? It is distinct from Rayleigh scattering, which can be caused by neutral 

particles. 

COMPTON scattering 

2b The paintings The Merry Family, Children Teaching a Cat to Dance and The Feast of Saint Nicholas are works 

by which artist of the Dutch Golden Age? His paintings are known for depicting bawdy, revelrous 

household scenes, with a sense of humour and an abundance of colour. 

Jan STEEN [yahn STAIN - accept 

phonetically-reasonable 

pronunciations] 

3a What song, listed by some sources as the most-recorded jazz standard in history, was composed by Johnny 

Green in 1930, with a 1939 recording by Coleman Hawkins becoming regarded as a landmark of swing? Due 

to its sexually-suggestive lyrics, the song was banned from radio play for nearly a year. 

'BODY AND SOUL' 

3b One of the founders of the film company United Artists was which actor, known for his appearances in the 

silent films Robin Hood and The Mark of Zorro, and for his marriage to Mary Pickford? 

Douglas FAIRBANKS (accept 

Douglas FAIRBANKS Sr. or Douglas 

ULLMAN, but do not accept or 

prompt on 'Douglas Fairbanks Jr.') 

4a In the abbreviation ASBO, used in the context of law enforcement in the UK, the letter 'B' stands for what 

word? 

BEHAVIOUR (accept BEHAVIOURAL 

or similar) 

4b "Does your person wear a hat?” and "Does your person have a moustache?" are questions one might ask 

when attempting to identify their opponent's card whilst playing what game, first produced by Milton 

Bradley in 1979? 

GUESS WHO? 



Round 2 

  1a Which semi-autobiographical play by Eugene O'Neill, first published posthumously in 1956, takes place across four acts 

and chronicles the torments of the dysfunctional Tyrone family? 

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY 

INTO NIGHT 

1b In which 2000 film, directed by Christopher Nolan, does Guy Pearce star as a man who searches for his wife's killers 

while suffering from anterograde amnesia? 

MEMENTO 

2a What was the regnal name of the King of Bohemia, a son of Wenceslaus I, who reigned from 1253 to 1278 and was 

nicknamed the 'Iron and Golden King', with his territories at one point stretching from Silesia to the Adriatic Sea? A 

regnal number is not required. 

OTTOKAR (accept OTTOKAR 

II, but not any other regnal 

number) 

2b Ronnie O'Sullivan and Nutcharut Wongharuthai are, respectively, the reigning men's and women's world champions in 

which sport? 

SNOOKER 

3a What is the name of the railway line between London Paddington and Abbey Wood which was opened by the Queen in 

May 2022, and appears as a purple line on updated London transport maps? 

ELIZABETH line 

3b What foodstuff, a staple of Venezuelan and Colombian cuisine and popular throughout South America, consists of a 

dough made from ground maize, often served with accompaniments such as cheese or avocado, or split to form a 

sandwich? 

AREPA 

4a Which simple gaseous hydrocarbon, commonly used as a fuel for heating and cooking, has the chemical formula C3H8? PROPANE (do not accept 

'propylene' or any other 

similar-but-distinct answers) 

4b Though she rose to fame as a member of the band The Runaways, the singer Joan Jett achieved her greatest success as 

the frontwoman for a band with what name? The band's debut album was I Love Rock 'n Roll, with the title track 

becoming their only Billboard Number One single. 

The BLACKHEARTS 



Round 3 

1a Which Welsh Paralympian, awarded an OBE in 2022, won a gold medal in the men’s discus at the 2012 Summer 

Paralympic Games, and gold medals in the men’s shot put at both the 2016 and 2020 Games? 

Aled DAVIES 

1b In a YouTube video that went viral in 2007, what is the name of the baby who bites the finger of his brother 

Harry, causing Harry to protest? The video was, at one point, the most-viewed video on YouTube. 

CHARLIE 

2a Which cartoon cat, a regular character in the Looney Tunes cartoons, is known for his frequent but unsuccessful 

attempts to catch the canary Tweety? 

SYLVESTER 

2b Which southern US city, a state capital, is noted as a major centre of hip-hop music, with acts such as Outkast, 

TLC and Ludacris hailing from there? 

ATLANTA 

3a In Greek mythology, which of the Olympian deities was the second child of Rhea and Cronus? Traditionally 

associated with agriculture and the harvest, she is considered to be a counterpart of the Roman goddess Ceres. 

DEMETER (accept DEO) 

3b A caldera is a large depression that forms during what sort of natural event, shortly after the emptying of a 

magma chamber? 

VOLCANIC ERUPTION (accept 

any answer with the word 

VOLCANO or similar) 

4a What first name was shared by the queens consort of the Plantagenet kings Henry II and Henry III of England, as 

well as the first wife of Edward I? 

ELEANOR 

4b Lubaga Hill and Kibuli Hill are among the 'seven hills' on which what African capital city is said to be built? The 

name of this city is derived from the name of a species of antelope that was once commonly found there. 

KAMPALA 

Round 4 



1a The song 'Be Prepared', an archetypal example of a 'Disney villain song', is sung by the character Scar in which 

animated film? 

THE LION KING 

1b One of the most striking aquatic creatures found in the Amazon basin is which freshwater fish, one of the world's 

largest, which can reach a maximum length of over 3 metres? It is sometimes known as 'pirarucu' or 'paiche', and it is 

dependent on surface air, being unable to stay underwater for more than 20 minutes at a time. 

ARAPAIMA 

2a Which major chain of coffee shops, with over 1,000 branches in eleven countries, shares part of its name with a Roman 

emperor? 

CAFFÈ NERO (prompt on 

NERO alone) 

2b In economics, what two-word term is used to refer to the notion that producers will benefit most from trading in 

goods which they can produce with the lowest opportunity cost? The term is attributed to David Ricardo, who 

discussed the concept in an 1817 book. 

COMPARATIVE 

ADVANTAGE 

3a The current batting coach for the England men's cricket team is which former player, an opening batsman who played 

for Somerset throughout his entire county cricket career, and played for England in 76 Test matches between 2000 and 

2006? 

Marcus TRESCOTHICK 

3b What name is usually given in English to an ancient artefact that was rediscovered in 1799 in the modern-day Egyptian 

city of Rashid? A rivalry emerged between the philologist Jean-François Champollion and the polymath Thomas Young 

as they worked to decipher the hieroglyphic text on this artefact. 

ROSETTA STONE 

4a Which British sitcom, which ran from 1968 to 1973, starred Patrick Cargill as a divorced novelist struggling to raise his 

two teenage daughters, played by Ann Holloway and Natasha Pyne? 

FATHER, DEAR FATHER 

4b In the stories by Beatrix Potter, the character Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle is what animal? HEDGEHOG 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 

Round 5 



1a Coloured grey or silver on a standard Tube map, which London Underground line was opened in 1979, making it the 

most recent line of the London Underground network to open? 

JUBILEE line 

1b What foodstuff, considered to be the national dish of El Salvador and popular throughout Central America, consists 

of a thick griddle cake made with cornmeal or rice flour? It is usually stuffed with cheese, meat or refried beans, and 

is often accompanied by a fermented cabbage relish known as curtido. 

PUPUSA 

2a Which volatile liquid hydrocarbon, found in petroleum, has the chemical formula C6H6? The ring structure of this 

compound was famously discovered by the German chemist Friedrich August Kekulé after he daydreamed about a 

snake seizing its own tail. 

BENZENE 

2b Singer and guitarist Tom Petty was most famous as the frontman for a band with what name? Though he was also 

successful as a solo artist, Petty continued to tour with this band until his death in 2017. 

The HEARTBREAKERS 

3a Which play by Eugene O'Neill, first published in 1946, chronicles the lives and aspirations of a group of alcoholics 

living in a flophouse above a Greenwich Village saloon? 

THE ICEMAN COMETH 

3b In which 2014 film, directed by Christopher Nolan and starring Matthew McConaughey and Anne Hathaway, do a 

group of astronauts travel through a wormhole in the hope of finding a new home planet for mankind? 

INTERSTELLAR 

4a What was the regnal name of the King of Germany, the first from the House of Habsburg, whose forces killed Ottokar 

the Second at the 1278 'Battle on the Marchfeld'? This man's coronation is widely considered to have marked the end 

of the Great Interregnum caused by the death of the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II in 1250, though he was never 

formally crowned as Holy Roman Emperor himself. A regnal number is not required. 

RUDOLF (accept 

RUDOLF I, but not any 

other regnal number) 

4b Jon Rahm and Minjee Lee are, respectively, the reigning men's and women's champions of the US Open in which 

sport? 

GOLF 

 

Round 6 



1a Another of the most-recorded jazz standards of all time is which song, written by Jerome Kern and Oscar 

Hammerstein II for the 1939 musical Very Warm for May? Shortly after the musical's premiere, acclaimed 

recordings of this song were released by Tommy Dorsey, and by Artie Shaw with Helen Forrest. 

'ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE' 

1b The film company United Artists was co-founded by Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and 

which film director? His best-known work, the 1915 film The Birth of a Nation, is condemned for its white 

supremacist narrative and characterisations. 

D. W. GRIFFITH (accept David Wark 

GRIFFITH) 

2a In the abbreviation GBH, used in the context of law enforcement in the UK, the letter 'G' stands for what 

word? 

GRIEVOUS 

2b Cavity Sam experiences a 'Broken Heart', 'Wrenched Ankle' and 'Writer's Cramp' in what game, first 

produced by Milton Bradley in 1965? Players are challenged to remove various parts of Sam's body without 

touching the metal cavities in which they rest. 

OPERATION 

3a Since 1876, the German town of Bayreuth [bye-ROYT] has held a month-long festival each summer 

celebrating the music of which German composer, who died in 1883? 

Richard WAGNER 

3b In April 1865, which US President was assassinated in Ford's Theatre in Washington, DC? Abraham LINCOLN 

4a What name, after a Nobel Prize-winning Indian physicist, is given to the inelastic scattering of photons that 

come into contact with molecular bonds? This type of scattering can result in 'Stokes' or 'anti-Stokes' 

transitions. 

RAMAN scattering 

4b The paintings Serenade and A Boy and a Girl with a Cat and an Eel are works by which artist of the Dutch 

Golden Age? Though she was highly-regarded during her lifetime, her works were generally misattributed to 

either Frans Hals or her husband in the centuries after her death. 

Judith LEYSTER [YOO-dit LIE-ster - 

accept phonetically reasonable 

pronunciations] 

Round 7 



1a In Greek mythology, who is the daughter of Demeter and Zeus? She became queen of the underworld 

after being abducted by Hades. 

PERSEPHONE (accept KORE, CORA or 

PROSERPINA) 

1b Molten rock is known as 'magma' when stored beneath the surface of the Earth, but it is generally 

referred to by what other name when it has been expelled above the surface? 

LAVA 

2a What first name was shared by queens consort of the Plantagenet kings John and Edward II of 

England, as well as the second wife of Richard II? 

ISABELLA 

2b Which African capital city has a name derived from an Akan [a-CAN] word meaning 'ants', in reference 

to the numerous anthills that can be seen in the countryside around the city? 

ACCRA 

3a Which Scottish Paralympian, awarded an MBE in 2017, won gold medals in both the women’s 100 

metres and women’s 200 metres at the 2016 Summer Paralympic Games? 

Libby CLEGG (accept Elizabeth CLEGG) 

3b In a YouTube video that went viral in 2011, what is the name of the black labrador who chases a herd 

of deer in Richmond Park, causing his exasperated owner to run after him? The video has received 

over 24 million views on YouTube, and sparked a series of spin-offs and parodies. 

FENTON (accept BENTON, which the 

dog’s name was initially reported to be) 

4a Which cartoon pig, a regular character in the Looney Tunes cartoons, is known for his stutter and his 

role as a 'straight man' for the more zany characters? 

PORKY Pig 

4b Which European nation is noted as a major centre for electronic music, with DJs such as Fedde Le 

Grand, Martin Garrix and Tiësto hailing from there? 

The NETHERLANDS (accept HOLLAND) 

 

Round 8 

1a Before Brendon McCullum was appointed as head coach of the England men's cricket team, the role was filled Paul COLLINGWOOD 



on an interim basis by which former player, an all-rounder who played for Durham throughout his entire 

county cricket career, and played for England in 68 Test matches between 2003 and 2011? 

1b What name is usually given in English to a set of ancient religious manuscripts that were rediscovered in 1946 

at the Qumran [coom-RAHN] Caves in the modern-day West Bank? Most of the manuscripts have been 

determined to be fragments of Jewish scripture, though some remain unidentified. 

DEAD SEA SCROLLS 

2a Which British sitcom, which ran from from 1960 to 1963, was a spin-off from the earlier sitcom The Army 

Game, and followed the struggles of Alfie Bass and Bill Fraser's characters as they returned to civilian life after 

completing their National Service? 

BOOTSIE AND SNUDGE 

2b In the stories by Beatrix Potter, the character Jeremy Fisher is what animal? FROG (accept TOAD) 

3a The song 'Poor Unfortunate Souls', an archetypal example of a 'Disney villain song', is sung by the character 

Ursula in which animated film? 

THE LITTLE MERMAID 

3b One of the most striking aquatic creatures found in the Amazon basin is which species of turtle, noted for its 

rough, jagged appearance and its long, ridged neck? It exhibits an unusual feeding behaviour in which it 

remains motionless in the water and sucks nearby fish into its mouth. 

MATA MATA 

4a Which Danish jewellery company, the largest jewellery retailer worldwide, shares its name with a 

mythological woman who, according to Greek myth, was created by Hephaestus? 

PANDORA 

4b In economics, what single-word term is used to refer to a cost or benefit experienced by a third party as a 

result of a transaction they were not themselves involved in? The concept was formalised in the 1920s by 

Arthur Pigou, though this particular term only entered common use in the 1950s. 

EXTERNALITY (accept EXTERNAL 

or any form of the word) 

Spares 

1 Back in the Habit was the subtitle of the 1993 sequel to which comedy film, starring Whoopi Goldberg? SISTER ACT 



2 The body of water known in the UK as the English Channel is more usually referred to by what name in 

France? It translates literally from French as ‘the sleeve’. 

La MANCHE [pronounced 

MONSH] 

3 What six-letter term refers to glass which has been broken into small fragments, and is ready to be melted 

as part of the glass recycling process? 

CULLET 

4 Ragtime, Billy Bathgate and The Book of Daniel are among the acclaimed historical novels written by which 

American author, who died in 2015? 

E. L. DOCTOROW (accept Edgar 

Lawrence DOCTOROW) 

 


